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 1,068 Transactions Totaling a Reported $54.8 Billion
     Software was the Most Active and Highest Value Segment in 1H16 with 

766 Transactions Totaling $30.1 Billion in Reported Deal Value  

  During 1H16, Petsky Prunier tracked 1,068 M&A and investment transactions for a total of $54.8 

billion across three broad segments: Software, Information, and Business Services. Software was 

the most active segment, accounting for 72 percent of total volume during the first half of the 

year, with 766 deals announced. Of those, 507 reported $30.1 billion in value. The Information and 

Business Services segments reported values of $14.3 billion and $10.4 billion, respectively, in 1H16.  
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DEAL 
NOTES

* Transactions valued at $6 billion or more have been excluded from totals to limit comparative distortions. The aggregate total for 3Q15 excludes Fidelity National Information’s $9 billion acquisition of SunGard Data Systems, The Carlyle 

Group’s $8.1 billion acquisition of Veritas Systems, and Vista Equity Partners’ $6.7 billion acquisition of Solera Holdings. The aggregate total for 4Q15 does not include Intercontinental Exchange’s $7.8 billion acquisition of Interactive Data. The 

aggregate total for 2Q16 does not include Quintiles Transnational’s $13.5 billion acquisition of IMS Health, Computer Science Corporation’s $8.5 billion acquisition of Hewlett Packard Enterprises’ IT Services Division, and Hellman & Friedman 

and Leonard Green & Partners’ $7.5 billion acquisition of MultiPlan.
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M&A Activity

Acquisitions accounted for 45 percent of total transaction activity in 1H16, 
with 483 majority transactions announced, 88 of which were reported for $42.7 
billion in aggregate value. Excluding nearly $30 billion in value from three 
large deals – Quintiles Transnational’s $13.5 billion acquisition of IMS Health, 
Computer Science’s $8.5 billion acquisition of Hewlett Packard Enterprises’ 
IT Services Division, and Hellman & Friedman and Leonard Green & Partners’ 
$7.5 billion acquisition of MultiPlan – M&A volume in the first half of the year 
remained flat compared with 2H15, while value increased six percent.

Software was the most active M&A segment in 1H16 with 278 transactions, 
of which 54 were reported worth $21.3 billion. The Security Software and 
Healthcare Software subsegments accounted for nearly one-third of the 
segment’s activity with 47 and 37 deals announced, respectively. Security 
Software was the highest value subsegment with 11 transactions reporting 
nearly $6.3 billion. Transactions in the segment during 1H16 included:

  Symantec’s acquisition of cybersecurity company Blue Coat Systems in a 
transaction valued at $4.7 billion

  Oracle’s acquisitions of construction industry collaboration and payment 
software developer Textura and utility industry energy data software 
developer Opower for $663 million and $532 million, respectively 

  The $360 million acquisition of SaaS-based identity protection and fraud 
detection solutions provider SCIdentity by Experian

  Cisco’s acquisition of cloud security company CloudLock for a reported 
$293 million

  Property management and accounting software developer The Property 
Software Group’s $108 million sale to Zoopla

The Information segment reported 60 acquisitions, including 12 worth a 
reported $13.3 billion. More than 60 percent of acquisitions in the segment 
occurred within the Financial Information and Healthcare Information 
subsegments, announcing 19 and 17 transactions, respectively. Transactions 
in the segment during 1H16 included:

  XIO Group’s $1.1 billion acquisition of J.D. Power from McGraw Hill Financial

  The $820 million acquisition of Verisk Health, Verisk Analytics’ healthcare 
information technology business, by Veritas Capital

  Wolters Kluwer’s $279 million acquisition of environmental sustainability 
and operation risk management information company Enablon

  Personal finance research and reviews source NextAdvisors’ sale to 
Bankrate for a reported $225 million

The Business Services segment had 145 acquisitions during 1H16, of 
which 22 were valued at $8.1 billion. The IT Consulting/Systems Integration 
subsegment accounted for more than half of the segment’s activity with 
73 transactions, of which 15 were announced worth a reported $5 billion 
in value. The Corporate Training subsegment was also active with 13 
acquisitions announced. Transactions in the segment during 1H16 included:

  Leonard Green & Partners’ take-private of medical examination and 
healthcare services provider ExamWorks for a reported $2.2 billion

  The stake in business process outsourcing company TELUS International 
taken by Baring Private Equity in a transaction valuing the company at a 
reported $1 billion

  Business process outsourcing services provider HCL Technologies’ $192 
million acquisition of IT services provider Geometric 

  The $104 million acquisition of automotive and healthcare industry 
compliance services provider ANXeBusiness by OpenText 

Investment Activity

There were 585 investments announced in 1H16, of which 535 were reported 
for $12.1 billion in aggregate value. Software was the most active investment 
segment with 488 deals, of which 453 reported $8.8 billion in value. The 
Security Software and Healthcare Software subsegments, together, 
accounted for 32 percent of investment activity in the segment during the 
quarter with 79 and 76 transactions, respectively. Security Software was the 
highest value subsegment, with 76 transactions worth a reported $1.8 billion. 
Investments in the segment during 1H16 included:

  The $253 million Ford Motor-led round of funding raised by Pivotal 
Software, developer of a cloud-based, native platform for building 
enterprise software 

  Cloud collaboration software developer Slack’s $200 million round of 
funding led by Thrive Capital at a reported valuation of $3.8 billion

  Goldman Sachs Investment Partners’ $150 million investment in multisite 
property management software developer SMS Assist at a reported $1 
billion valuation

  Providence Equity Partners’ $130 million investment in IT infrastructure 
monitoring platform LogicMonitor

  The $100 million raised by cybersecurity solutions company Cylance 
from Blackstone Tactical Opportunities and Insight Venture Partners

The Business Services segment reported 55 investments of which 45 were worth 
$2.3 billion in value. Investment activity was driven by the Corporate Training 
subsegment, which accounted for more than 40 percent of the segment’s 
volume with 23 transactions. Information investments during 1H16 included:

  The $100 million round of funding raised by governance and compliance 
consulting firm Ankura Consulting Group from Madison Dearborn Partners

  The $35 million raised by Carson Group, a provider of wealth 
management services for financial advisors, from Long Ridge Equity 
Partners 

  Security and risk consulting services provider Edgile’s $35 million round 
of equity funding from ABRY Partners

[continued on page 3]
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Buyer & Investor Activity 

Excluding Quintiles Transnational’s acquisition of IMS Health and Computer 
Sciences Corporation’s purchase of Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s IT Services 
Division, strategic buyers announced 426 deals, of which 73 were reported 
for $30.1 billion in aggregate value. Software was the most active and largest 
value segment with 243 transactions, 44 of which were worth a reported $13 
billion in value. Strategic buyers completed 50 Information deals, of which 10 
were worth $11.4 billion in reported value.

In addition to Hellman & Friedman and Leonard Green & Partners’ $7.5 
billion acquisition of MultiPlan, buyout firms completed 57 acquisitions in 
1H16, with 15 transactions reporting $12.5 billion in aggregate value. The 
Software segment accounted for 61 percent of transaction activity. Buyout 
transactions in 1H16 included:

  Vista Equity Partners’ acquisition of insurance agency management 
software developer Vertafore for a reported $2.7 billion

  Accel-KKR’s take private of supply chain management solutions provider 
SciQuest for a reported $509 million

  Cloud media management software developer SintecMedia’s $400 million 
buyout by Francisco Partners

  Genstar Capital’s acquisition of real estate, facilities, and asset 
management platform Accruent

[continued from page 2]
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IPO Activity

SecureWorks, Cotiviti, NantHealth, and Twilio all completed their IPOs in 
1H16, with only SecureWorks pricing below its initial filing range. InVentiv 
Group, Medpace, Optiv Security, and Talend submitted their IPO filings 
during the first half of the year, but have yet to price.
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The reported activity and value of transactions completed by venture and 
growth capital investors in 1H16 increased 32 percent and eight percent, 
respectively, compared to the second half of 2015. Accel Partners was the 
most active investor with 16 investments reporting more than $515 million 
in value.

[continued on page 5]
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2Q16 M&A and Investment Activity

In 2Q16, Petsky Prunier tracked 572 M&A and investment transactions, 
of which 349 were reported for a total of $26 billion in aggregate value. 
Software was the most active and highest value segment in 2Q16, 
accounting for 73 percent of aggregate reported deal value, including nearly 
$6 billion in Security Software acquisitions. Excluding the acquisitions of 
IMS Health, Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s IT Division, and MultiPlan, the 
largest acquisition of the quarter was Symantec’s $4.7 billion purchase of 
Blue Coat Systems. Fundraising in 2Q16 was led by Ford Motor’s $253 million 
investment in Pivotal Software.
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Software, Information, and Business Services Industries

2Q16 M&A and Investment Activity 
($ in Millions)

* Aggregate totals for 2Q16 do not include Quintiles Transnational’s $13.5 billion acquisition of IMS Health, Computer 

Science Corporation’s $8.5 billion acquisition of Hewlett Packard Enterprises’ IT Services Division, and Hellman & 

Friedman and Leonard Green & Partner’ $7.5 billion acquisition of MultiPlan have been excluded to limit comparative 

distortions.
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M&A and Investment Activity

A total of 766 transactions were recorded in the Software segment (278 acquisitions and 488 investments) during 1H16, of which 507 had more than $30 billion 
in aggregate reported value. Value and volume in the segment in 2Q16 versus the first quarter were up 71 percent and 19 percent, respectively. Security Software, 
Healthcare Software, and Financial Software were the most active subsegments in 1H16 with 126, 113, and 101 transactions, respectively. In addition to Symantec’s 
$4.7 billion acquisition of Blue Coat Systems, M&A activity in the Software segment during the first half of the year included:

  Health and human services software developer Netsmart Technologies’ sale by Genstar Capital to GI Partners for a reported $950 million 

  Raytheon Websense’s acquisition of firewall business Stonesoft from Intel Security in a transaction reportedly valued at more than $400 million 

  The $200 million acquisition of broad portal and collaboration software Boardvantage by Nasdaq

  Salesforce’s $48 million acquisition of data prediction automation and machine learning startup MetaMind

Security Software was the highest value subsegment for investors in 1H16 with 79 transactions, of which 76 were reported for $1.8 billion in deal value. Software 
investments completed during 1H16 included:

  Supplier management and procurement solutions developer Tradeshift’s $75 million round of funding from Data Collective, HSBC, American Express Ventures, 
Notion Capital, and Pavilion Capital

  IMG Financial’s $75 million investment in personal wealth management tools and services developer Personal Capital 

  Sumeru Capital Partners’ $65 million investment in Buildium, a developer of software for managing rental properties

Buyers & Investors

Strategic buyers accounted for 243 transactions in 1H16, of which 44 were worth $13 billion in aggregate reported value. Strategic value increased 88 percent in 
the second quarter compared with 1Q16, while volume for the segment remained flat. Buyout activity remained strong in 2Q16 with 19 transactions, of which five 
were worth $5.9 billion in value. VC and growth capital quarter-over-quarter activity and value increased 29 percent and 11 percent, respectively.
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Software

Most Active Software Subsegments

Software Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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M&A And Investment Activity

There were 102 transactions (60 acquisitions and 42 investments) in the Information segment in the first half of 2016, of which 49 were reported at $14.3 
billion in aggregate value. Healthcare Information was the most active subsegment in 1H16 and accounted for more than 35 percent of activity in the 
segment with 36 transactions, 18 of which were reported for $4.7 billion in value. The 64 Information transactions reported in the second quarter pushed 
volume up 68 percent versus the previous quarter, while reported value of $3.5 billion was down 68 percent. In addition to IHS’ $5.6 billion purchase of 
Markit, Information transactions in the first half of the year included:

  Axel Springer’s acquisition of digital marketing and media market research firm eMarketer from Stripes Group in a transaction valuing the company at 
$262 million

  The $125 million acquisition of employee engagement programs provider Healthiest You by Teladoc

  Guidewire Software’s $42 million acquisition of property/casualty insurer analytics firm EagleEye Analytics

  The majority stake taken in Discovery Data, a provider of information for the retail financial services industry, by Bregal Sagemount

Of the 42 Information investments recorded in 1H16, 37 were reported for $1 billion in aggregate deal value. Investments from 1H16 included:

  The $95 million raised by consumer health information site Healthline Media from Summit Partners

  Workplace review site Glassdoor’s $40 million round of funding at a reported valuation of $1 billion from T. Rowe Price, Battery Ventures, Google Capital, 
Sutter Hill Ventures, and Tiger Global Management 

  The $25 million Omers Ventures-led investment in digital health and wellness information platform League
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Information

Buyers & Investors

Strategic buyers dominated the Information segment in 1H16, accounting for 80 percent of reported transaction value. Strategic value increased 17 
percent, while activity decreased six percent in the first half of the year.  VC and growth capital investors completed 24 transactions in the second quarter, 
of which 23 were reported for $675 million in value, a more than 100 percent increase from $331 million in value in 1Q16.

Most Active Information Subsegments

Information Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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M&A and Investment Activity

Petsky Prunier tracked 200 Business Services transactions in 1H16 (145 acquisitions and 55 investments), of which 67 were reported worth $10.4 billion 
in value. IT Consulting/Systems Integration was the most active subsegment during 1H16, with 82 transactions announced, followed by the Corporate 
Training subsegment with 36. A total of 91 transactions were recorded in 2Q16, of which 34 reported $3.6 billion in aggregate value. In addition to NTT Data 
Systems’ $3.1 billion acquisition of Dell’s Information Technology Consulting division, transactions from the first half of the year included:

  Broadridge Financial Solutions’ acquisition of DST Systems’ North American Customer Communications business for a reported $410 million

  The $200 million acquisition of Salesforce Global Strategic Partner Bluewolf Group by IBM from Riordan, Lewis & Haden

  Salesforce Platinum Consulting Partner Magnet 360’s sale to India-based IT consulting company Mindtree for $37 million in cash and up to $13 million 
in a performance-based earn-out

  Accenture’s acquisition of analytics consulting and supply chain optimization firm OPS Rules

Second quarter investment activity remained flat from 1Q16 with 28 deals announced, of which 23 reported $390 million in aggregate value. Business 
Services investments during the first half of the year included:

  The $85 million received by Katerra, a provider of design and supply chain services to the construction industry, at a reported valuation of $535 million

  IT security consulting firm ReliaQuest’s $30 million round from FTV Capital

  The $24 million round raised by technology training and staffing company Andela from Google Ventures, Omidyar Network, Spark Capital, and Learn Capital

Buyers & Investors

Strategic buyers continued to be active in Business Services in the first half of the year, completing 133 transactions, of which 19 were reported for $5.7 
billion in aggregate reported value. Accenture was the most active buyer in 1H16 with four transactions. VC and growth capital investment volume was flat 
in Q2 over the previous quarter, while value decreased 80 percent.
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Business Services

Most Active Business Services Subsegments

Business Services Transactions by Type of Buyer/Investor
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Selected Recent Transactions
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About Petsky Prunier LLC

Petsky Prunier is one of the leading investment banks in the technology, media, marketing, eCommerce, and healthcare industries. Our firm’s merger 

and acquisition and private placement advisory services reflect a unique blend of product specialization and industry expertise. Together with strategic 

consulting firm Winterberry Group, a Petsky Prunier company, our organization represents one of the largest industry-specific advisors providing strategic 

and transactional services. We offer global reach supplemented through our partnerships with investment bank The Mountain Capital Group in China,  

as well as Allegro Advisors and o3 Capital in India. Securities transactions are processed through Petsky Prunier Securities LLC, a member of FINRA and 

an affiliated entity.
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Tampa
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